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Educating the mind without 

                     educating the heart...

                                 is no education at all

Aristotle
(384—322 B.C.E.)



Editor’s Note 
The Early School Leaving (ESL) issue is one of the most significant priorities 
of the European Erasmus+ Programmes into the School Education field. 
One the other hand, since the year 2013, I have the luck to serve a school in 
which the ESL percentage appears to be null. The time that these two facts 
were brought together, the original idea of designing an Erasmus+ project 
giving a special focus on the ESL problem was planned, in terms of sharing 
our school’s experience to this field, as far as, of a basis to exchange ideas 
and teaching practices with educators from other European countries, in 
which the ESL precentages varried a lot.

Of course, the Erasmus+/KA2 Programme “Our School, My Future – ESL 
project” (OSMF) would never had realized without the support and en-
couragement of Dr. Eleni Mouzoura, the Head Teacher of the Experimental 
Junior School of the University of Macedonia, who has not only support-
ed this idea from its very begging, but, also, has activelly participated and 
significantly contributed to all the phases of the project’s implementation, 
despite the increased proffecional responsibilities that she had.

The contribution of Mr. Efthimios Mavrogeorgiadis, M.A., member of the 
project’s coordination team (in fact, its’ co-coordinator on my mind), was 
also of a great importance, since “Mr. Tim” (as we use to call him) has offered 
not only his special knowledge and technical skills, but his positive spirit as 
well, during the past two years of the project’s realization. Moreover, Dr. 
Nikos Georgolios, member of the coordinating team, has also offered his 
support and took the project under his aegis from its very beginning. 

There is no question that nothing would have never been realized if had 
not been of our wonderful students and their supportive parents, as far as 
the teachers, members of our school’s pedagogical team, Mrs. Maria Chatzi-
giosi, M.Sc., Dr. Katerina Hadjifotinou, Mrs. Olga Mitseli, Dr. Thomas Zikos, 
Dr. Konsantinos Mappas, Mrs. Stylliani Koukourikou M.Sc. and Dr. Nikolaos 
Terpsiadis, who has also supported the project by offering their teaching 
knowledge and skills, depending upon their subject specialization. Special 
mention is also due to the Hellenic Academy of Physical Education who has 
provide the scientific educational support to the OMSF’s distance learning 
programme, and the State Scholarships Foundation (IKY) who entrusted 
our school with the implementation of the project. 

Last but not least, Mrs. Iwona Kciuk, M.Sc. (Poland), Mrs. Gabriela Bojanop-
ol (Romania), Dr. Cesar Morales Perez (Spain) and Mrs. Hatice Utas, M.Sc. 
(Turkey), the coordinators to the project’s partner institutions, has not only 
manage it effectivelly and contributed the most during its implementation, 
but also inspired their schools’ colleques to be a part of it and ensured that 
the OSMF project will be a solid basis for a future cooperation and a friend-
ship among all teachers and students participating to it. 

This book contains a selection of the educational material used within the 
framework of the European Erasmus+ OSMF project and is our last com-
mon publication. So, while editing it, the following thought came on my 
mind: as Helen Keller has pointed out “Alone we can do so little; together 
we can do so much”.  

Dr. Maria Maheridou (Machairidou)
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Schools and Multipliers of Good Practices and Innovative  
Actions: The Paradigm of the Experimental Junior High School 
of the University of Macedonia  
Eleni Mouzoura 

  Type: Article

Summary: This article attempts to present the development of the institutional framework governing Experimental 
Schools from their establishment to this day, focusing on the objectives and the role of Experimental Schools in the cur-
rent Greek education system. The actions taken by the Experimental Junior High School of the University of Macedonia 
during school year 2014-16 follows as a paradigm of an Experimental School that promotes creativity and dissemination 
and acts as a multiplier of good practices and innovative actions, which -between other- can contribute to the limitation 
of students’ Early School Leaving (ESL) that is a major problem in many European Union (EU) countries. This specific para-
digm deductively leads to the conclusion that Experimental Schools offer high quality education, achieve their objectives 
and targets, constitute cradles of creativity and multipliers of good practices and innovative actions and, as a result, fulify 
their role in the current Greek education system.

Introduction: Model and Experimental Schools have always been a subject of intense discussion and lain in the spotlight 
of current affairs, as various issues pertaining to their objectives and role in the Greek education system were examined. 
Within this framework a variety of arguments were exchanged, opening a round of discussions, reflection and institution-
al changes in them. Thus, it is necessary to review the legislation on Model and Experimental Schools, focusing on the 
formulation of their objectives and targets, which also determine their role in the Greek education system.  

Institutional framework for the Model and Experimental Schools prior to May 2011: The institutional framework 
for the Model and Experimental Schools prior to May 2011 is found in the Presidential Decree 338/1982, “Enrollment of 
secondary education students in Model Junior and Senior High Schools” (Art. 1, 2, 3) and Law 1566/1985 “Structure and 
Operation of Primary and Secondary Education and Other Provisions”, chapter I (articles 31 and 91). There was just a short 
reference that did not cover the operational requirements of these schools as there were three different types of educa-
tional institutions: model schools, university experimental schools (which were scientifically supervised by the associated 
university), and experimental schools. As a result, there was a variety of opinions on a number of contested issues, which 
were handled differently in different schools.

Institutional framework for the Model and Experimental Schools after May 2011: The need for an institutional 
framework that would regulate issues concerning the operation of these three types of schools and the requirement 
for some sort of self-government, which was a permanent request on the part of the teachers working in these schools, 
seems to have largely been covered by an extensive piece of legislation on Model and Experimental Schools introduced 
through Law 3966/2011 (Greek Official Gazette No. 118 vol. I ch. 3). Spanning 25 articles, this legislation brought signifi-
cant changes and innovations in Experimental Schools, the most important of which being the title of Model Experimen-
tal Schools, which was awarded to 15 schools that received the best evaluation on each education level. Furthermore, it 
introduced After school Clubs, Scientific Supervisory Boards [SSBs] for Model Experimental Schools (supervising Model 
Experimental Schools based on scientific principles), and the Administrative Committee for Model Experimental Schools 
[ACMES]. SSBs are probably the most important innovation in Law 3966/2011, as it offered a level of self-governance 
to these schools and dropped the supervisory powers of Universities. The President of each SSB can be a member of a 
university’s teaching staff or a primary or secondary school teacher with corresponding qualifications and is appointed 
following a proposal by ACMES. For the first time, a teacher counselor, the school principal, and two school teachers are 
also members of the school’s SSB. Nevertheless, this legislation came under severe criticism, as it was considered doubt-
ful whether Model Experimental Schools could exist as a unified school entity and it was argued that they should be split 
into two different types of schools serving different roles and purposes.

Institutional framework for the Model and Experimental Schools after May 2015: As a result of the criticism that 
Model Experimental Schools came under and the political change that took place in the country, the institutional frame-
work for these schools was modified. Even though Law 3966/2011 was not abolished, two Ministerial Decisions were is-
sued that regulated student enrolment (Greek Official Gazette No. 909, 19 May 2015) and suspended the implementation 
of Ministerial Decision No. 12031/D6/29−12−2014 (Greek Official Gazette No. 3646/vol. II/31−12−2014) (Αρ. Φύλλου 910, 
19 Μαΐου 2015). However, it was mainly Law 4327/2015  that introduced the most important change, as it differentiated 
between Model and Experimental Schools as well as student enrolment.

The objectives of Experimental Schools according to the institutional framework: Having shortly touched upon the 
historical development of the institutional framework of Experimental Schools, it is important to focus on their objectives 
and targets, as they are described in legislation. Following the previous criterion of temporal arrangement of the legisla-
tive framework, we should examine the relevant legislative provisions in three basic time-oriented axes: i) legislation that 
came into effect before May 2011, ii) legislation that came into effect in May 2011, and iii) legislation that was modified in 
May 2015 and is still in effect.
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Objectives of Experimental Schools according to law 1566/1985: Law 1566/1985 set the objectives of Experimental 
Schools in a single paragraph as follows: “The objective of Experimental Schools is the practical pedagogical training of 
the teaching staff and the experimental implementation of teaching programs and methodologies as well as the exper-
imental use of school books, audiovisual and other means of education technology” (Article 31, paragraph 1). Therefore, 
the legislation quoted presented in a few words the objective of Experimental Schools connecting it to the “training of 
the teaching staff”, “the experimental implementation of teaching programs and methodologies”, and the “experimen-
tal use” of various teaching means. 

Objectives of Model Experimental Schools according to law 3966/2011: In contrast to previous legislation, Law 
3966/2011 goes into great detail to present the objectives of Model Experimental Schools (MESs). Chapter III (article 36) 
defines the objectives of Model Experimental Schools as follows: “i) to secure public and free high-quality education for 
everybody, which will contribute to the full, harmonious, and balanced development of the students, ii) to promote ac-
tive educational research in cooperation with corresponding university schools and departments in the field of specific 
subject teaching, child psychology, and the organization, management, evaluation, and relationship handling within 
a school, iii) to offer traineeships to undergraduate students of university schools and, specifically, Teacher Academies 
and departments belonging to Science and Philosophy Schools, as well as postgraduate students specializing in educa-
tion, in cooperation with the corresponding schools and departments, and promote the professional development of 
teachers working at schools in the broader area in cooperation with universities and the Institute for Educational Policy, 
iv) to support the objective of creativity, innovation, and excellence through setting up after-school clubs, which stu-
dents from all state schools can join, and highlight, promote, and educate students with special educational skills and 
talents as well as support students with learning difficulties, and v) to experimentally implement the following: a) study 
programs, education curricula, and teaching methodologies, b) all types of educational material, c) innovative teach-
ing practices, d) innovative and creative actions, e) programs that evaluate the quality of education work and school 
facilities, and f ) new school administration and operation models” . Therefore, it can be argued that Law 3966/2011 
tried to broaden the role of MESs, so they could take up significant roles and meet standing requirements and propos-
als submitted by the teaching staff of the Experimental Schools, such as: educational research, student traineeships, 
cooperation with universities, promotion of creativity and innovation and experimental application of study programs, 
school curricula, methodologies, various educational materials, and innovative actions that affect learning as well as 
administrative procedures. Of course, according to legislation, the primary objective was “to secure public and free 
high-quality education for everybody, which will contribute to the full, harmonious, and balanced development of the 
students”, which is an objective of high time value.

Objectives of Experimental Schools according to law 4327/2015: Law 4327/2015 contains a brief reference to the 
objectives and targets of Experimental Schools as follows: “Experimental Schools primarily aim to offer traineeships to 
undergraduate students of university schools as well as postgraduate students specializing in education, in cooperation 
with the corresponding schools and departments. Model Schools can also be active within this framework” and “Along 
with all other schools, both Experimental and Model Schools serve the objectives and targets of education, as defined 
in standing legislation.” (Article 10, paragraphs 6 and 7) . According to Law 1566/85 (Official Greek Gazette No. 167 vol. 
I, Article 1), “primary and secondary education aim to contribute to the full, harmonious, and balanced development of 
the mental and psychophysical skills of the students, so that, regardless of sex or origin, they may have the opportunity 
to develop into complete personalities and live creatively”. It also specifies that education “helps students:

i) Become free, responsible, and democratic citizens, defend national independence, the country’s territorial integrity, 
and democracy, draw inspiration from love towards their fellow human beings, life, and nature and be faithful to their 
fatherland and the authentic elements of the Orthodox Christian tradition, their religious freedoms being inviolable.

ii) Cultivate and harmoniously develop their spirit and body, their aptitudes, their interests, and their skills. Acquire 
social identity and conscience through schooling, perceive and comprehend the social value and equity of mental and 
manual labor. Seek to be informed about and practice making good and beneficial use of the goods made available by 
modern civilization as well as the values of our popular tradition for the sake of mankind.

iii) Develop creative and critical thought and a mentality of collective effort and cooperation, so as to take up initiatives 
to responsibly participate and decisively contribute towards progress for the society as a whole and the development 
of our fatherland.

iv) Comprehend the importance of art, science, and technology, respect human values, and preserve and promote 
culture.

v) Develop a spirit of friendship and cooperation with people on earth, aiming towards a better, fair, and peaceful 
world” . 

Even though it seems that the objectives of Experimental Schools are not different from those of the rest of the state 
schools (Law 4327/2015/article 10, paragraph 7), a significant percentage of what is mentioned in Law 3966/2011 is 
still standing and differentiates Model and Experimental Schools from the rest of the state schools, such as after-school 
clubs, SSBs, the development and dissemination of good practices and innovative actions, etc. Therefore, one could 
claim that the current institutional framework that governs Model and Experimental Schools is a mixture of elements 
from Law 3966/2011 and Law 4327/2015. 
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As a result, this ambiguity allows for different interpretations on a number of issues. However, the main objective, which 
was set out in Law 3966/2011, i.e. “to secure public and free high-quality education for everybody, which will contribute 
to the full, harmonious, and balanced development of the students” , seems to summarize the targets set for Experimen-
tal Schools over time. 

Schools as multipliers of good practices and innovative actions: Even though the flashback above presented the 
objectives and targets of Experimental Schools as set out in the current and previous institutional frameworks and its 
modifications over time, in fact, it seems that, regardless of the legislative arrangements (or name changes), Experimental 
Schools seem to be schools that promote creativity, good practices, and innovative actions that aim to offer high-quality 
education to their students through the development and dissemination of good practices and innovative actions.

The Paradigm of the Experimental Junior High School of the University of Macedonia: The Experimental Junior High 
School of the University of Macedonia, which was established and enrolled its first students in 2000, constitutes such a 
paradigm of an Experimental School. It operated as the Experimental Junior High School of the University of Macedonia 
from 2000 until 2011 within the institutional framework of Law 1566/2015. Following a positive evaluation, it started 
operating as the Model Experimental Junior High School of the University of Macedonia in 2011 in accordance with Law 
3966/2011. Since 2015 it has been operating as the Experimental Junior High School of the University of Macedonia, fol-
lowing the modifications implemented with Law 4327/2015.  Looking back on the school’s self-evaluation reports from 
school year 2007-2008 to 2014-2015, one can trace the school’s uninterrupted growth as far as the development and 
dissemination of good practices and innovative actions are concerned. It was a creative track that remained unaffected 
by institutional changes. However, in order to be brief, the good practices and innovations that are implemented in the 
current school year 2015-2016 are presented below. 

Good practices and innovative actions of the Experimental Junior High School of the University of Macedonia in 
school year 2015-2016: After-school clubs of creativity and innovation, school programs, inter school cooperation with 
experimental and non-experimental schools (e.g. to organize contests of creative experiments, rhetoric competitions, 
etc.), participation in school networks (e.g. student mediation), etc. are considered to be good practices and innovative 
actions. One of the most important aspects of Experimental Schools as workshops of good practices and innovative 
actions are after-school clubs of creativity and innovation as well as school programs (e.g. cultural, health, environmen-
tal programs, etc.), European Programs (such as Erasmus+ and eTwinning). In school year 2015-2016, the Experimental 
Junior High School of the University of Macedonia offers eleven after-school clubs, seven (cultural, environmental, and 
health) school programs, and three European programs (two eTwinning programs and an Erasmus+ program). It should 
be noted that we it is a school with 152 students and 18 teachers as permanent staff. The after-school clubs cover a 
wide variety of subjects including humanities, sciences, and art, so that students have the opportunity to join the ones 
that interest them most. Specifically, there are clubs on e-journalism and on line school radio, group crisis management 
through teenage psychopedagogy, rhetoric, foreigner languages and culture with the opportunity to prepare for free 
participation in language certification exams, physical sciences (laboratory and experiential activities, participation in 
competitions and student science conferences (e.g. Science Laboratory Centers, ACSTAC), selected topics in algebra and 
geometry, programming and robotics, programming and mobile application development, school choir and participa-
tion in school choir festivals and other actions, and an after-school  club on European and world cinema.

Some other good practices and innovative actions take up by the Experimental Junior High School of the University of 
Macedonia in school year 2015-2016 are school partnerships, independent educational exchanges and hosting programs 
for students and teachers from Spain (Toledo), Italy, and Germany, and educational exchanges and hosting programs for 
students and teachers from Spain (Cordoba), Romania, Poland, and Turkey within the framework of an Erasmus+ project.

The publication of a bilingual student magazine (EPM) on the history of sciences (in electronic form and in hard copy) 
from school year 2007-2008 until today is yet another innovative action. It started within the framework of a Comenius 
project and still goes on despite the fact that the project was completed in school year 2007-2008. Another important 
action involves the participation of our school in the German Foreign Ministry program “Pasch-Schulen: Partner der 
Zukunft” and, within this framework, the cooperation with schools from other European countries. It is a program that 
promotes cooperation and multilingualism at school through German language and culture.

We have also published two booklets of educational material, such as lesson plans etc. and the publication of this 
-present- e-book before the current school year expires is now realized. A distant learning platform has been set up to 
help secondary education teachers from around the country train through asynchronous seminars. A repository of good 
practices has also been set up in English to disseminate the good practices and innovative actions implemented at our 
school. Furthermore, our school’s homepage has been upgraded  but, using modern technologies, we have also created 
info pages on a variety of social media to disseminate good practices that have implemented within different actions, 
such as European programs (e.g. “Our school, My future – ESL project”).  Our school also organized a number of teacher 
seminars on a variety of subjects, such as setting up successful European projects, good practices to prevent Early School 
Leaving, school violence and other issues that pertain to school, aiming to disseminate good practices that have been 
developed in the Experimental Junior High School of the University of Macedonia.

Two Examples of innovative actions, their main characteristics, and the dissemination of their results: Having sum-
marized some of the most important good practices and innovative actions that are being implemented at the Experi-
mental Junior High School of the University of Macedonia in school year 2015-2016, it could be argued that it is a
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beehive of creativity and innovation, which come as part and parcel of the school’s everyday life and, as a result, they 
can only be presented briefly. However, two examples should be discussed in greater detail due to their importance as 
good practices and innovative actions, describing their main characteristics and how their results were disseminated in 
other schools. 

I) European Erasmus+ Program “Our School, My Future – ESL project”: It is a European Program aiming to prevent 
Early School Leaving (ESL). Having no students that have dropped out, our school took up the coordinating role. As a 
result, it disseminates and teaches good practices and innovative actions in contribution to schools from four countries 
with very low/high ESL rates, i.e. Spain, Romania, Poland, and Turkey. They are good practices and innovative actions 
that have been implemented in our school and help prevent ESL, creating a sense of belonging and making school 
seem attractive to students. 

Main characteristics: Within the framework of implementing the Erasmus+ Program “Our School, My Future – ESL proj-
ect”, we sought out and promoted those characteristics which pertain to basic skills and could help students manage 
their life holistically now and support themselves likewise in the future from the viewpoint of sustainability and funda-
mental principles. The main objectives of the program also focus on the operation of the school as an institution that 
needs to help its students develop a variety of social skills, linking school life to the students’ everyday life. These skills 
should later on interconnect and create the prerequisites to integrate students in the society and the workforce. Most 
importantly, though, they shape the prerequisites to help develop democratic personalities that accept diversity, mul-
ticulturalism, sustainability, and a European identity. Language literacy is yet another important skill that contributes to 
achieving the objectives set out above through the efficient use of the students’ mother tongue and multilingualism, 
as a means of approaching various civilizations and a communication tool. Developing a mentality of sustainability 
along with skills that promote it in all fields, such as respect for and responsibility towards the environment, constitutes 
one more of the main objectives. Issues and skills that have to do with adopting a healthy lifestyle through Physical 
Education and nature related activities are also important in preparing the students for adulthood. That is why school 
is in favor of the Mediterranean diet model, sports, health promotion, the prevention of substance abuse and harmful 
addictions. Another important objective is the development of numerous literacies, such as digital literacy, which is 
a prerequisite in many fields and, especially, life-long learning. Within the framework of digital and scientific literacy 
and aiming to develop skills such as inventiveness and ingenuity on the part of the students, we implemented educa-
tional robotics projects and created lesson plans (e.g. ESL Guidebook –Activities for all), educational robotics software 
(e-Robocops), an action network (ESLCo Network - Activities Collection “Our School – My Future”), materials to promote 
pedagogical and teaching methodologies (ESL teaching material), etc. The implementation of the program and the 
development of a variety of practices and actions that promoted beneficial attitudes and useful skills benefited the 
students and teachers of the five European schools that cooperated. Teachers took the opportunity presented through 
this program to prepare lesson plans, use new technologies efficiently, nourish their creativity, implement various 
innovations, and develop important professional skills. The good practices implemented within the aforementioned 
framework were disseminated in a variety of ways, such as the creation of an action network (ESLCo Network - Activi-
ties Collection “Our School - My Future” ). Furthermore, the reports and proposals to be produced as an outcome of the 
program regarding ESL will be forwarded to the Education Ministries of the participating countries (ESL in Secondary 
Education – EU school networks’ proposal). They could be used by the political leaders of the Education Ministries of the 
participating countries to act as a model that could prevent and handle ESL in European countries. The good practices 
and innovative actions of the program are also disseminated through the creation of an asynchronous platform that 
aims to encourage interaction among the participating schools (as well others) ESLCo – Network. Another tool that was 
used in this direction was the creation of a community of cooperation and learning with various European countries 
on the European school eTwinning and cooperation platform known as “eTwinniners in action: ‘Our school garden’”. Yet 
another important European-level dissemination tool is the freely available distance learning program for secondary 
school teachers working in partner counties (Promotion of healthy lifestyles and development of students’ social skills 
through physical education and environmental activities).  This program used asynchronous distance learning to pro-
vide secondary school teachers with knowledge they can use in their own schools and it was realized with the scientific 
support of the Hellenic Academy of Physical Education. All of the actions mentioned above received positive evaluation 
and encouraging comments from the teachers that participated in the program as well as the teachers that attended 
the training activities through workshops that were organized at our school or distance learning events. Most of the 
teachers stated that they benefited from the training activities that aimed to help them develop their professional and 
personal skills. The evaluation data collected from students was equally encouraging as it was also verified through 
observation of the changes in student attitudes and behavior that are connected to the skills they developed through 
the program. 

II) Student Robotics Festival: It is an innovative and pioneering action not only as far as its conception is concerned 
but also in the field of its implementation, as it is connected to the after-school innovation and creativity club that 
promotes robotics. The robotics club was initiated on borrowed equipment and has been going for the fifth consecu-
tive year now. Through the club’s original robotic creations students have won important awards and a lot of respect by 
other student groups that are active in educational robotics as they have displayed high-quality work as well as digital 
and scientific literacy.  Aiming to tap the club’s potential, i.e. the students and teacher who participate in the club, and 
its innovative activities, which link educational robotics with student creativity, ingenuity, and inventiveness, the school 
decided to organize an annual robotics event. This event is the Student Robotics Festival [SRF], which was organized by 
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our school in cooperation with educational authorities, such as the Regional Directorate of Primary and Secondary 
Education of Central Macedonia, teacher counselors, the Directorate of Secondary Education of Western Thessaloniki, 
and local authorities, such as the Municipality of Neapolis-Sykies, where our school is based. SRF is organized under the 
auspices of ACMES and is one of the good practices implemented and disseminated by our school, which also acts as a 
multiplier. It aims to attract students to school, promote cooperation, fair competition, and creativity. It also constitutes 
an example of effective cooperation between our school and other educational and local authorities, as it sets the exam-
ple for a school that is extroverted and open to society. The event celebrates educational robotics, as groups of students 
from around Greece and other European schools (through teleconferencing) cooperate and participate in SRF over a pe-
riod of two days (weekend). The student groups create, exchange views, share knowledge, shape attitudes, get to know 
each other, and present the outcome of their cooperation. Fair competition instead of rivalry is what SRF is all about. 
Students learn an ethics model that promotes socialization, the effort to set and achieve targets through cooperation 
and fair competition instead of rivalry. These values are promoted not only during Saturday’s robotics competition but 
also during the robotics exhibition held on Sunday. The event focuses on offering equal opportunities to all primary and 
secondary school students (Primary Schools, Junior High Schools, Senior High Schools, and Vocational High Schools), as 
participation is free of charge even though the event itself is rather expensive to organize (but it is based on voluntarism 
and sponsorships). Students are in charge as each group of students needs to decide on the difficulty rating they want to 
compete at and use their own equipment to carry out their programming tasks through group work. It is, therefore, an 
event of applied robotics engineering, as students can choose and use any equipment or material they want (e.g. adhe-
sive tape, wood, wheels from broken toys, etc.) in order to complete their robotic creation and program they execution 
of specific actions as mentioned in their worksheet. Another innovation is the fact that university students and school 
alumni volunteer to support the teams without interfering in the tasks the teams need to accomplish. As a result, SRF 
promotes a creative interaction among primary and secondary school students, university students, school alumni, pri-
mary and secondary school teachers, teacher counselors, and academics. It is addressed to schools from around Greece 
(schools from Xanthi down to the Peloponnese) as well as Europe, since schools from Spain, Poland, Romania, and Turkey 
have participated (through teleconferencing). These schools also participate in the European Robotics Club initiated by 
our school. Finally, the event is also supported through a webpage on robotics, which helps disseminate this innovative 
action.

Conclusion: Having presented the good practices and innovative actions that are being implemented at the Experimen-
tal Junior High School of the University of Macedonia in school year 2015-2016 as a paradigm of creativity and dissemi-
nation of good practices and innovative actions, we can conclude the following: Despite the various effects that chang-
ing legislative frameworks have on Experimental and Model Schools, they manage to implement and fulfil their main 
objectives and roles, i.e. they offer high-quality education to their students aiming to help them develop their personality 
fully and acting as pillars of high-quality education and culture. It seems that this contribution of Experimental and Mod-
el Schools is recognized by the society, the students, the parents, the school alumni, and proven by the large number of 
enrolment applications submitted to these schools every year. 

Proposals: Despite the notable course and contribution of these schools to public education, it seems that Experi-
mental and Model Schools need to forge closer ties, cooperation, and networks. Interaction in regular intervals is also 
deemed important through seminars and conferences, where know-how, good practices, and innovative actions will 
be exchanged among teachers from these and other schools by means of modern technologies (e.g. teleconferencing). 
The work of Experimental and Model Schools should also be promoted through outward and public relations actions 
that would inform the public and the political leaders about it through a dissemination network and, especially, through 
feedback from the creativity of students and teachers alike. 

More on-line information at:

http://www.peiramak.gr

http://osmf.eu

https://www.facebook.com/groups/osmf.erasmus/?fref=ts/22.12.2015

http://www.euronets.peiramak.gr

http://www.mfr.sch.gr 
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On line Course Development Using the Smart board’s  
Technology 
Maria Maheridou (Machairidou)  

Subject: ICT in supporting EU educational  programs Type:  Seminar hangouts 

According to previous research findings…

The support of teaching using the smart board’s technology can: 

• Encourage the student-student cooperation (Higgins et al., 2005; Reed 2001; Somyόrek et al., 2009).

• Enhance the teacher-student interaction by optimizing student’s active participation, and, at the same time, by pro-
viding them with new motives for discussion (Higgins et al., 2005; Gerard et al., 1999).

• Contribute to the teacher’s effort to maximize student’s attention to the lesson (Anastiadis et al., 2011; Reardon, 2002).

• Make the teaching process more vivid (Bush et al., 2004).

• Expand the applicability/capability of a classic presentation (Bell, 2002; Miller et al., 2002).

In addition, smart board is a very flexible and easy adjustable teaching “tool”, and because of it, it can be applicable to 
all students’ ages/grades, as far as, to all teaching subjects (Becta, 2003; Bell 2002). 

The following presented teaching scenario can be taught successfully via Internet (on line), a  technological capability 
that allows distance cooperation in real time, between students from different schools/countries. This fact can catego-
rize the smart board’s technology as one of the most effective ICT means for the support of the EU educational pro-
grammes that are focusing not only to the  educator’s cooperation, but on the student-student cooperation, as well.

In action...

During the designing process of this teaching scenario, a special focus was given to certain functions/technological 
capabilities which are considered as basic smart board’s characteristics, indicating, at the same time, to more than one 
ways/functions that smart boards can be used (on and off line) in classroom.  

Specifically:

• The writing and/or underlining menu with the digital ink/marker, which can be used in files which are already exist 
to the smart board’s screen, two functions which expands the management possibilities of multi-type files (e.g. text, 
website etc.).

• The capability of using the smart board’s software for saving notes and other elements that are going to be created 
during a lesson class, a function which allows the re-use of the same lesson’s scenario but in a new form, enriched by 
the students.

• The “touch screen” capability of the smart board’s surface, a function which allows teachers and students to easier 
manage the context of a lesson, without the need of any further external devices (e.g. mouse, pointer etc.).

• The capability of inserting new text to the smart board’s screen, using the virtual keyboard in menu windows and/or 
any other active application, which enhances a lot of interaction options (e.g. with previous saved on the pc content 
etc.).

• The saving and printing menu  directly from the smart board, a function which  allows the immediate sharing of all 
material (e.g. hangouts, links, notes etc.).

• The “drag and drop” of several elements in layers, which allows the teacher to make progressively visible the more 
complicated content (which was initially hidden), the answers the questions he/she asks etc.).

• The capability of creating one (or more) new, empty pages in an existing file/lesson, without losing content that 
was previously created and the easy “changing  pages” menu, functions which are a) helping maintain the coherence 
during the teaching process (e.g. due to student’s delays to note down etc.) and b) support the development of a more 
non-linear teaching process  (e.g. it is easy to re-present or re-edit content from previous pages, to copy and place it to 
another page etc.).

• The “audience response “system or “dual mode system”, which allows the creation and management of polls, question 
games etc., collecting the data in real time. This is very popular to the students function, which makes any lesson more 
interactive and interest for them.

• The management of any other application which is installed to the pc (e.g. word, excel etc.) through the smart board’s 
screen,  which allows the more effective deploy of any educational software and further supports a lesson’s interaction.
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• The “screen capture” menu, due to which is possible the immediately transfer of what is seen to the screen to the smart 
board’s software for further deploy during a lesson (e.g. a picture from a website, a part of a .pdf document etc.).

• The capability of using any multimedia content, without the need of any other special software, a function which allows 
teacher and students to play and, also, manage sounds, videos etc. in combination with all other technological capabili-
ties offered by smart board’s software.

Important!

• The pre-design of suitable lesson activities with the support of the smart board’s technology is necessary, in order to 
achieve the aims of similar lessons/courses.

• The smart board’s interaction as a technological “tool” is further enhanced, when it is combined with student-centered 
teaching methods.

• The use of the smart board allows the deployment of all software, not only in an “all class”-level, but also in a stu-
dent-group level, something that is contributing to the non-isolation of any student.
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Screen shots of the lesson
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Preventing and Handling Early School Leaving through Physi-
cal Education 
Maria Maheridou (Machairidou)   

Subject: The OSMF’s distance learning program Grade level: Presentation 
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To download the educational material of the OSMF’s distance learning program follow the link...

http://euronets.peiramak.gr/
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School Bullying: A Factor that Negatively Effects on Early 
School Leaving Prevention 
Maria Maheridou (Machairidou)   

Subject: The connection between bullying and ESL Grade level: Presentation 
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Introduction to the Moodle Learning Management System
Efthimios Mavrogeorgiadis   

Subject: ICT in supporting EU educational  programs Type:  Seminar hangouts 

As educators we take upon ourselves the task of offering skills, knowledge, and education to all the students entrusted 
to us by their parents, aiming to shape not only well-qualified professionals and personalities with adequate background 
knowledge that will help them make it later on in life but also responsible citizens that will contribute to the common 
benefit of society locally, nationally, and internationally. Within this framework, we get in daily contact with our students, 
we work together, we guide them through their studies, and we encourage them to express themselves bringing out 
what is best in them as students and individuals. However, we can only do that as long as our students remain under the 
common roof we share and call “school”. 
Sometimes, students decide or are forced to stay away from educational or training institutions due to specific circum-
stances. It’s a practice society looks so unfavourably on that we have devised the derogatory term “drop-outs” to refer to 
students who opt to follow this path. Nevertheless, it’s such a widespread practice that the scientific term “early school 
leaving syndrome” has also been introduced to describe and help study it. According to the EU Education Ministers, “early 
school leavers [are] people aged 18-24 who have only lower secondary education or less and are no longer in education 
or training. Early school leavers are therefore those who have only achieved pre-primary, primary, lower secondary or a 
short upper secondary education of less than 2 years. 
The European Union has tried to tackle and control the problem of Early School Leaving (ESL) on three different levels:

 
  -with Strategic Level Responses 
  -with Preventive Strategies, and 
  -with Reintegration Strategies

 
On the higher level of the strategic level responses, the European Labour Force Survey has taken upon itself the bur-
den of measuring statistically and monitoring ESL across Europe which the European Commission coordinates policies 
adopted and measures taken by the member states. Targeted approaches have also been adopted as preventive strate-
gies. Member states have been encouraged to target local or specific groups of people that are at risk of ESL to achieve 
better and more immediate results. Mentoring or “buddy” programmes have been proposed as a solution for students in 
transition from school to the labour market. Extra tuition and/or financial support for children with learning difficulties or 
underprivileged background has also been adopted by some member states. Teacher training and curricular reforms is 
one of the structural responses that have been proposed as a measure that could potentially help reduce ESL. Guidance 
and counselling are also considered good practices as a means to keep students at school or facilitate their transition 
to the labour market. Cooperation with parents or student guardians and the local community is also believed to help 
combat ESL. 
The introduction and implementation of Learning Management Systems (LMS) in schools could also help keep ESL under 
control. As reported by the management and staff of the International Business College in Kolding, Denmark, “School’s 
LMS help students at risk of ESL to structure homework and has disciplinary effect on attendance” as students can access 
their schoolwork through a medium they feel familiar with and get better prepared for school while teachers can easily 
supervise student work and offer them immediate feedback. Furthermore, according to the same report, ESL is encour-
aged by the fact that teachers spend “too much time on technology development” instead of focusing on and meeting 
student needs.  
Using a LMS that is widely accepted as effective, robust, and secure while at the same time it is based on open-source 
software and supported by a widespread, global community can help save time on technology development while at the 
same time teachers and students can reap the benefits of using a personalised learning environment. Moodle is such a 
learning platform that offers all of the above and more. It is: 
used by more than 65 million people on all levels of education and entrepreneurial context around the world

 
  -free and simple to use 
  -under continual review and improvement 
  -available in a wide variety of languages 
  -customisable to suit your needs 
  -flexible and expandable 
  -backed by a strong and helpful community 
  -extensively documented

 
Most importantly, if you decide to incorporate Moodle in your teaching practice, instead of resorting to a variety of easily 
available Web 2.0 resources on the internet, you get to keep your students’ data in your own hands. You don’t share it 
with “free” services of dubious origin and with vaguely-worded data processing agreements.
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The below visual guidebook will hopefully allow you to scratch the surface of Moodle. It is meant to be used in the 
context of a 15-hour workshop, together with a list of tasks to be completed with the help of the facilitator in charge 
but you can surely benefit if you follow the instructions with the help of the prompts and if you are not afraid to use the 
extensive help that is available on all Moodle websites. 

To download the full text of the Moodle quidebook follow the link...

http://www.slideshare.net/matrixm/moodle-guidebook
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Planning and Management of the Twinspace – Use of Tools for 
Planning a Project for Collaboration and Communication
Maria Chatzigiosi  

Subject: ICT in supporting EU educational  programs Type:  Presentation 
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How to Create a Garden with your Students
Konstantinos Mappas  

Subject: Enviromental education Type:  Lesson plans 

For 1st grade students... 

Location choice for your garden

Summary: The natural characteristics which will lead us to make the best choice for the school garden location are: 
Water is the most basic element. However, calculating the maximum amount of water needed is equally important. 
Water must be close to the school garden and be available in plentiful amounts. A well-watered garden is more pro-
ductive. Sun. A minimum of 6 hours direct sunlight is required for most vegetables. Avoid places which are shaded 
by buildings or trees. Good draining is required in order to avoid having spots with stagnant water. Avoid soil with 
herbicides. A place, full or weeds, is a good indication that herbicides haven’t been used. Children access to the school 
garden is very important.

Overview & Purpose: The students will learn how to select the perfect spot to turn into school garden.

Objectives/targets: Determine the garden’s location, the plants’ needs for soil, sun and water.

Materials & Resources: Children’s Gardens: A field guide for teachers, parents and volunteers [E. Bremner & J. Pusey, 
2009. Second Edition. 1990. University of California: Cooperative extension common ground garden program.

Activity and Method Description 
Teaching Method: Guided self-inquiry. Professor’s lecture and cooperative learning with research of information from 
students. Skill development through practice.  

-Students take roles and dramatize the plants’ needs for sun, water, draining. 
-Students show what will happen to the plants when their roots receive the appropriate amount of water, more than 
the appropriate and amount of water or less than the appropriate amount of water. Also, explain what happens to 
plants under different conditions. 

Assessment

To evaluate the garden location and the plant needs for sun, soil and water, we use observations, arguments and coop-
eration. Personal development through roles, intuition, cooperation, decision- taking, social development as students 
build a strong relationship with the environment.  

Teacher Guide

If the students don’t have ample opportunity to observe and work in the garden, then their interest will diminish.  
There must be plenty of space for students to use tools with safety, to walk through the plants and to sit and talk.  
Gardens are pleasant places for discussion. Bales of straw are good seats. 
The school garden must be a safe place where no other activities take place. 
Stray animals must not have easy access. Also, passers-by must not have easy access, because they can steal the garden 
products. To avoid this, we need to make a fence of plants.  
The place should only be used as a garden and not for other use.  
The city soil, where schools are built, is inappropriate for cultivation and must be improved, adding proper soil.   

For 2nd grade students... 

Soil Characteristics

Summary: Soil is where nutrients and water for plants are stored. In order to have better growth rates for plants, we 
must know the soil type. If we know the soil type, we can supply the soil with the necessary nutrients to grow plants. 
The basic components of the soil are: Small pieces of rock, organic material water and air. Pieces vary in size. The thick-
est is sand. The smallest is clay and the thinnest is loam. We compare our soil type with sand, clay and loam. Students 
wet their hands with water and roll each substance separately into ribbons. Loam can make ribbons.

Overview & Purpose: Students will learn and analyze the composition of the soil and its characteristics such as type, 
texture, draining rate, rigidity, pH.

Objectives/targets: To analyze the composition of the soil, to determine its characteristics and to classify different 
types of soil based on the compositional analysis.
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Materials & Resources: Children’s Gardens: A field guide for teachers, parents and volunteers [E. Bremner & J. Pusey, 
2009. Second Edition. 1990. University of California: Cooperative extension common ground garden program.

Activity and Method Description 
Teaching Method: Guided research. Professor’s lecture and active learning through research. The outcomes should be 
presented in seminar sessions. Skill development through practice.  

We must know the soil type and identify it. We mix some amount of surface soil (20 cm deep) from our garden with water 
and mold it with bare hands. The results are compared with sand, loam and clay in order to be identified. The soil texture 
can be calculated by taking some amount of surface soil (20 cm deep) and putting it in a vessel, 2/3 of which are filled 
with water, and shake well. Then we allow it to set and we observe that the sand sits first, then loam and finally clay. Stu-
dents calculate the percentage of differently sized particles putting a sheet of paper behind the vessel. Then, they mark 
the different levels of the particles, collect the results and calculate the component percentage. As far as the draining 
rate is concerned, compare the velocity of equal amounts of water though equal amounts of sand, clay and soil from our 
garden. For rigidity of the soil and what this means is discussed with the students. They select two different areas of the 
garden (50*50 cm). One area will be compressed by students jumping on it and the other one will be made fluffy with 
tools. Then, the students sow seeds in order to observe the plants’ growth rate and water absorption. Soil pH will be mea-
sured with pH indicator paper.

Assessment

We use observation of the natural and biological procedures For the different types of soil, the composition, the texture, 
the draining rate, the rigidity and the pH. We also collect data from measurements. Finally, we make calculations which 
lead to the documentation of results and conclusions.   

Teacher Guide

Clay is sticky and rubs against the students’ hands. The sand doesn’t make ribbons and dilutes. Students collect samples 
from the garden soil and make ribbons comparing them with the previous ones. In this way, we classify the school’s 
garden soil. Sandy soils are poor in nutrients and air passes through them easily. Muddy soils, when wet, are smooth and 
slippery. When they are dry, it forms solid pellets. Muddy and sandy soils retain water, but they have bad aeration. Loam 
soils have the ideal ratio of sand, mud and clay. Furthermore, they keep water and have good aeration. The soil’s texture 
is calculated by taking an amount of surface soil (20 cm) and putting it in a vessel 2/3 of which are filled with water. Then, 
we close the vessel and shake it. We leave it to set and observe that the sand lays the first layer, then the mud, the clay 
and finally the loam.

Students calculate the percentage of the particles size, placing a paper behind the visible levels of particles and then tak-
ing measurements and calculating the percentage of each substance. Results are compared with scientific tables in order 
to classify the garden’s soil. To measure the draining rate, compare how fast equal amounts of water pass through equal 
amounts of soil, clay and the garden’s soil. As far as soil rigidity and its consequences are concerned, we discuss the issue 
with the students. They select two different areas of the garden (50*50 cm). One area will be compressed by students 
jumping on it and the other will be made fluffy with tools. Then, they sow seeds in order to observe the plants’ growth 
and water absorption. Soil pH will be measured with pH indicator paper.

 

For 3rd grade students... 

Schedule the garden

Summary: We must choose the proper plants, which will be cultivated, depending on the season. The knowledge of 
the plants’ characteristics such as maximum length and diameter during their growth and their needs for sunlight are 
necessary in order to decide where they will be planted in the garden. The plant’s length can be classified in three groups. 
The first is low (L) up to 60 cm. The second is medium (M) from 60 up to 110 cm. The last one is high (H) over 110 cm. Re-
member that, corn, watermelon and courgette need large space because they spread. Some vegetables such as broccoli 
and leafy vegetables don’t need direct sunlight. We arrange the tall plants such as sunflowers and corn into lines to the 
south of the garden along the east to west. We arrange the medium plants in the middle of the garden. We plant The 
small plants such as garlic and lettuce in the front. Here are some examples about the space plants need in diameter... 
Artichoke: 110 cm, Beans: 25 cm, Celery: 15 cm, Corn: 35 cm, Aubergines: 45 cm.

Overview & Purpose: School garden design.

Objectives/targets: To design the school garden. To choose which plants will be cultivated and to place the plants in the 
proper place. 

Materials & Resources: Children’s Gardens: A field guide for teachers, parents and volunteers [E. Bremner & J. Pusey, 
2009. Second Edition. 1990. University of California: Cooperative extension common ground garden program.
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Activity and Method Description 
Teaching Method: Group-oriented investigative learning, skill development. Guided research. Professor’s lecture and 
active learning with research activities by the students, aiming to find information to be presented in seminars. Skill 
development through hands-on activities.

The plants we are going to grow in our garden must be suitable for the season when they will be planted. We must 
know how big they are expected to grow before we decide where they will be planted. Even knowing how much sun-
light they need to grow will help us place them on an appropriate plot in our garden. If we look up relevant informa-
tion, we could come up with a realistic plan and a successful garden design. Designing a garden properly also requires 
suitable spacing so that students can move around and work on their plots. Irrigation must also be taken account of. 
The group with this kind of information and the knowledge needed will complete the puzzle.  

Assessment

Designing the garden on paper and making sure the required markings and explanation are there before the students 
start working on the garden. 

Teacher Guide

The information can be found in sources, which will lead us to design a realistic plan. This will lead to a successful 
garden design. We should also leave space for corridors in our garden. Corridors must be 60 cm wide, in order for the 
students to walk and work with long tools with safety. Plots must be 90 cm wide in order for the students to work com-
fortably. ( 45 cm on each side). If we use furrows to water the plants, they must be 30 cm wide.
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Zespół Szkół w Żychlinie 
[POLAND]
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Specific Aspects of the ESL Problem and Further Actions that 
Need to Be Taken to Tackle It
Iwona Kciuk  & Jolanta Kucharsa - Jurek

Subject: ESL information and propositions Type: Presentation
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Student Development Programme in Complex School in  
Zychlin
Iwona Kciuk  & Jadwiga Wilinska

Subject: Curricular and co-curricular activities Type:  Presentation 
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The Robotic’s Section
Zbigniew  Chrulski

Subject: ICT  in EU educational programs Type:  Presentation 
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Don’t Worry, Be Happy!
Iwona Kciuk

Subject: Fighting bad emotions and making friendships Type: Didactic theatrical play

Central characters/actors: Mary, Lucy, John, Paul & Simon.

Supporting roles/actors: Character A, B, C, D & E.

Scenery: Flowers, grass, stones, easel, paints, canvas, brushes, mug, bag, a bottle of water , 2 mobile phones, tablet, docu-
ments, book.

Scene I

Setting refers  to a view of a meadow: you can  see flowers, grass, stones. Suddenly, Lucy appears on the stage. She has a bag, 
paints, brushes and canvas. She is looking for a space to work. She is calmly trying to fix the easel in different places. Suddenly, 
Paul appears on the stage. It can be seen that he’s nervous and restless.  Lucy decides  to ask him  for help... 

Lucy:  Excuse me ? 
Paul: Ignores  her… 
Lucy: Hello! Could you help me? 
Paul is irritated, he stops  for a moment next to Lucy, but he is  not nice- reacts Paul aggressively...  
Paul : What?! 
Lucy: Do you know, where  the most beautiful view of this meadow is? 
Paul : What?! Are you joking?! 
Lucy: No! Why do you think that? 
Paul : Do you think that I have enough time for such stupid things?! Leave me alone!  
Paul goes  away irritated. Lucy only shrugs her shoulders and returns to looking for a comfortable place. John  appears on the 
stage. He is frightened. He has a mobile phone in his hand and he is looking at the screen  searching something really nervously. 
Lucy found ideal space for  painting, but now she has a problem with spreading the legs of an easel. She decides to  ask Mole for 
help... 
Lucy: Excuse me, could you help me? 
John immediately notices  Lucy, but he is suspicious and distrustful... 
John: About what? 
Lucy: I cannot spread my easel. 
John : Why do you want to put it up? 
Lucy: I would like to fix my canvas and paint something on it. 
John: Paint? Why? 
Lucy: It’s an extremely  beautiful day today, so I decided to paint something.  
John : Here? Is anything nice and interesting  to paint here? 
Lucy  started laughing...  
Lucy: There are a lots of wonderful things to paint here, silly boy! 
John reacts  on this statement  quickly. He is upset and his eyes are filled with tears...  
John: I’m not a silly boy ! You’re a stupid girl! Leave me alone!  
John upset escaped from the stage. Lucy is lonely again. She manages with spreading the easel, takes out her paints and brush-
es. She notices that she forgot water to clean her brushes...    
Lucy: Am I so chaotic  ? I forgot my water to clean my brushes.  
Mary appears on the stage . She seems to be confused, she goes  fast and looks  for something. Lucy decides to ask her about 
water... 
Lucy: Hey! Do you know, where I can find some water to clean my brushes ? 
Mary : What? No, no, no, I don’t know. 
Lucy: is everything ok? 
Mary : No, no, no, nothing is okey! Nothing is okey! If I don’t find it, it will be the end of me. 
Lucy : What are  you looking for ? Can I help you? 
Mary : I’m looking for my notes, I’ll have a test in a moment and I can do nothing.  
Lucy: Calm down, you will find it for sure. 
Mary : You don’t understand anything! It’s my last chance to improve the mark. If I don’t pass this exam, it will be my end!  
Mary goes  away. Lucy can do nothing. She returns to  her space. She founds a bottle of water in her bag, she pours some water 
into the mug and starts painting. Suddenly Simon appears on the stage approaches her and  covers  the view painted  by her. 
He has a tablet and is checking something, when the phone rings . He takes out one phone but it appears that  it is not that one 
, so he takes  out the second one and answers  the phone...  
Simon: Wait for me, We will be here in a moment! 
Lucy: Excuse me, can you move aside? 
Simon : What?
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Lucy: You’ve  covered  my view. 
Simon starts  looking  around...  
Simon: View, what  view? 
Lucy: Thud behind you. I’m painting this beautiful meadow and you’re covering this view. Can you move aside slightly? 
Simon: Stupid thing! Who has time for painting nowadays ? Don’t disturb me, I’m very busy! 
Lucy: It’s not a silly thing for me. 
Simon : Do what you want. I have bigger worries than the view.  
Simon goes  away. Lucy is still painting...

Scene II

Lucy sits in the background of the stage. She is painting all the time. Paul comes, he is irritated. He is stressed and uptight. He 
goes forward and backward with uptight arms, speaking to himself. Actor A and actor B starts observing  Paul. They  point  
fingers at him. Paul notices  it and he is even more irritated…

Paul : What are you staring at? 
Actors ignore his question and they are still laughing at him. He reacts very aggressively  and starts  shouting at   them… 
Paul: Why are you laughing at?! Idiots!  
Actor A: You’re funny! 
Paul : You will  not laugh, when I hit you!! 
Actor B: Ohh yes? Just try ! 
Paul cannot stand pressure an started run towards actors A and B, but they run away behind curtain. He is more and more 
upset, started go one and the other side very energetically and shouted to himself… 
Paul : Crew of devils and idiots!!! 
Actor C: Suddenly  comes, reading book and accidentally bumps into Paul... 
Actor C: Oh I’m sorry, I didn’t notice you.  
Paul thinks that  it is an attack and hits the actor C, so he/she runs away.  Paul shouts at  the escaping  actor...  
Paul : I don’t want to see you again here , lubber!!! 
Lucy sees all the situation and she decides to  react. She calmly goes towards Paul...   
Lucy: And what was it ? You’re only more upset now. 
Paul : Don’t interfere! It’s none of your   business! 
Lucy : No it isn’t, but I can help you. I know that you have problems with bad emotions.  
Paul: Leave me alone or you will be in trouble... 
Lucy: Why? Because I want to help you? 
Paul: Because you interfere. They are not your affairs.  
Lucy goes away discouraged.  Paul  thinks  for a moment and gets  an idea... 
Paul: Do you want to help me? So, lend me your laptop.  
Lucy: I don’t have a  laptop. 
Paul: What ? Who doesn’t have a laptop nowadays?! 
Paul is laughing at Lucy... 
Lucy: I have a laptop, but I left it at home. I don’t take it with me everywhere. I use it for studying and working. But when I don’t 
need it, I just leave it at home.  
Paul: You are funny. 
Lucy: Do you take your laptop with you everywhere? 
Paul: Of course! 
Lucy: So why do you want to borrow mine? 
Paul: Now I don’t have mine , because it is broken  down… 
Paul is ashamed. Lucy decides to get to know more about his laptop...  
Lucy: What happened to your laptop?  
Paul : It crashed into  the wall. 
Lucy: By itself? 
Paul : I helped slightly.  
Lucy: I have already known, why you’re angry.  
Paul : Because I don’t have my laptop! 
Lucy: I think  you’re aggressive, because you spend too much time at the computer playing  computer games. 
Paul : Oh, you’re stupid. I know what’s good for me. 
Lucy: Computer games are full of aggression and violence. You will also become like this. You get irritated easily, your violence 
is headed towards innocent people.  
Paul : You’re wrong. 
Lucy: Yes? So why have you attacked the person who  bumped  into you ? Because the children made you laugh. You don’t 
control yourself, because you’re full of aggression. You must stop these games.  
Paul :Stop ?! Never! 
Lucy: Come with me and help me. I don’t keep up with mixing paints.  
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Paul: I don’t want. 
Lucy: So what else can I do? You don’t have your laptop, so at least you will be helpful.  
Paul thinks  for a moment and goes towards Lucy unwillingly...

Scene III

Paul wonders  what Lucy  is doing. He gives  her brushes and even starts  smiling...  
 
Paul : It isn’t as stupid as I thought. 
Lucy: I told you. Painting is really relaxing. You must try it.   
Paul takes brush and starts paint something. He is relaxed... 
Lucy: You must spend less  time in front of the laptop screen.  
Paul : I don’t know If I can manage. Today I was playing all night long.  
Paul: First, spend half of this time doing  other activities, for example painting. You are pretty good at it. 
Paul smiles  widely and looks relaxed. John appears on the stage. He is upset, looking for something all the time and looking 
around. It seems that he is frightened. Lucy and Paul goes  towards him...  
Lucy: What’s happened?  
John Frightened starts retreating... 
John : No! I’m fine. Leave me!  
Paul : Calm down , we would like to help you.  
John : You cannot help me. It’s too late. Now they will find me for sure.   
Lucy: Who? 
John : These people from the  Internet.. They…they started laughing  at me on facebook, so I also started  laughing at  
them and then I used some bad words. Now they want to  give me  a lesson . I’m  sure.   
Paul : Why did they start mockins from  you, why did you also do it?   
John : Don’t you know how it is? Now you can write everything on the Net. Nothing will be hidden this way and each 
comment can be unpunished.  
Lucy: I know how to deal with this problem.   
John starts to be unbend...  
John: Really?  
Lucy: You must learn how to use the Internet.  
John : But I can use it. 
Lucy: You cannot. You use some unnecessary websites. Don’t comment on each photo and post on facebook or Tweet-
er.  Delete from your profiles all the people who aren’t your friends  you. Block some commenters.  
Paul: What is more, spend less time  in front of the computer. It’s really helpful!  
Lucy smiles. John thinks  for a moment.  After that he starts to look for something again...  
Paul: It seems that I haven’t convinced you! 
John: I’ve just implemented your idea.  
John is snapping something on his phone for a moment... 
John: Ok, good. It took me only a moment, but I feel much better now . I will not be afraid of another comment.  
Lucy: Great! 
John: I must tell my friend about it. She also has problems with it. Thank you very much! 
Paul : I ‘m going  for a walk with you . It will be good for me.  
John and Paul goes away. Lucy is lonely and returns to painting... 

Scene IV

Mary appears on the stage. She is very upset and nervous . She goes forward and backward. Actors D and E suddenly appears 
on the stage and go towards Mary... 

Actor D: Oh, here you are!   
Mary: I know... but, I’m really busy and… 
Actor D: Don’t be like that. 
Actor E: You promised that you’d  help us. Do you remember? 
Mary: I remember, but today I really don’t have free time. 
Actor D: Don’t be like that. It’s a moment for you. 
Actor D and actor E start giving Mary  lots of documents... 
Actor E: It’s for tomorrow. 
Actor D: That you can do it the day after tomorrow. 
Mary : Ok, it’s ok. But it’s the last time.  
Actor D: Of course! 
Actor E: Thanks!! 
Actors goes away happily. Mary sits in the middle of the stage and starts crying. John returns and  watches Mary. Finally, he 
goes towards Mary and sits next to her... 
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John: What’s happened? 
Mary: Ach, I’m fed up with all of it. 
John: Has  anyone  hurt you? 
Mary: No. I’m only very tired and  I have a lot of work. 
John: What work? 
Mary: I must prepare  for 4 exams for tomorrow, write 5 essays, oh no not 5 , 10. What is more I have a choir rehearsal 
and 2 hour German activities. In the evening I will have ballet activities. I promised to help my friend to prepare a pres-
entation  for tomorrow. Later I will have drama activities.  
John: Och, it’s quite a lot. I’m not surprised that you’re tired.  
John thinks  for a moment and gets an idea...   
John: Maybe, you should give up  something! 
Mary: Shall I give up  studying? 
Lucy decides to react and goes  towards them... 
Lucy: Little mole is right. You must stop helping all people around you.  
Mary: How to do it ? I always help the others.  
Lucy: Exactly! They make use of you. Besides you give up  at least half of your additional activities. It is too stressful for 
you. You have too many duties. You’re too busy.   
John: You don’t have to  take part in all the activities. Thanks to it, you will have more time for learning . 
Mary thinks  for a moment. Finally she stands  up. John does  the same... 
Mary: what if they get  angry with me? 
John: It means that they are not true  friends. 
Mary: To be honest ,  I don’t like ballet, theatre is also boring. I like singing, but not in a  choir. I like learning languages 
most. Lucy: Good, so you can see it is a good idea. 
Mary: You’re right. I will give them all the tasks back. I will call my friend. I must relax and have fun.  
Mary runs away from the stage, then she returns a bit nervous... 
Mary: Can you go with me? 
John: No problem.  
They go  away happily. Lucy stays alone... 

Scene V

Lucy is about to start painting again, when Simon bumps  into stage very upset and  shouts to his  phone... 

Simon: Are you stupid ? I told you that you must set  everything with me. Group of devils!  
Simon hides his phone into a pocket,takes  his tablet and looks  for something. He notices  Lucy... 
Simon: Oohh, are you still here ? Aren’t you bored with this smearing? 
Lucy: It isn’t smearing, it’s painting.  
Simon: It doesn’t matter, it’s a waste of time.  
Mary appears on the stage...  
Mary: Excuse me, could I you borrow your phone? I must call my friend.  
Simon takes his phone and gives Mary. Together with Lucy they are witnesses of conversation Mary with her friend... 
Mary: „Welcome, I’m Maya Bee. I’m calling you, because I cannot help  you with this presentation. I know, I promised 
you, but I’ve got a lot of work. Besides, I’m sure you will deal with it. I’ll cross  my fingers. Byee„ . Ok, now I can relax and 
do something for myself. Maybe, I will read a book. 
Simon: Great. You lied to your friend just to waste your time? 
Mary: No. I refused her because I know she can manage. Thanks to it, I can do something for me  and not be  stressed 
about the  next task. 
Simon: It’s funny. Why do you want to waste time reading a book?  
Lucy: Maybe to relax, stop for a moment and enjoy life.  
Simon: Do you mean that I don’t enjoy my life? 
Lucy: Maybe between one and another phone conversation ? You’re totally stressed.   
Mary: And angry with the others around you. I can see it clearly, even though I had  some problems a moment ago. 
Simon smiles gently, and he wonders if it is true... 
Simon: You don’t even suspect that  I’ve got a lot of problems which I must solve quickly.  
Mary: I know a lot about it. For instance you waste a beautiful day being nervous. 
Lucy: Take a short break, clean your mind and you will solve your problems faster.   
Mary: And you will do something for yourself not only for the others.  
Simon thinks  for a moment and puts his tablet away... 
Simon: Maybe you’re right… I don’t remember, when I could relax. 
Mary: I want to relax out.  
They all relax. Lucy returns to painting. Mary and Simon sit comfortably enjoying fresh air...  
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Scene VI

Smiled and happy John and relaxed Paul return to the stage. They see their friends, wave to them and go  towards them. 
Everybody stands up and goes to the centre of the stage...  

Lucy: How nice to see you smiling and happy.! 
Paul: Now, I feel much better. I’m relaxed, I’m in a mood for everything and my head is full of new ideas. 
Lucy: It’s because  you limited  the source  of your stress and aggression.  
John: I forgot everything I was afraid of. 
Lucy: Violence language on the Internet is very dangerous. We should limit the time we spend using the Net.    
Mary: We should stop for a moment, calm down and enjoy life. Now we know about it. It is because of you Mickey 
Mouse. Thank you! 
Lucy: You’re all the authors of this success.  
Simon : We? We have just  solved  some of our  problems. A moment ago we were just 4 bundles of nerves. Now we can 
enjoy free time and have a moment to relax.   
Lucy: The most important thing is to help  each other.  Each of you  had  a big problem . You couldn’t manage with it 
alone but  you  got a helping hand of  another person who  showed  you the ways how to solve your problems. You 
know, that together we can do more but it is completely different  fairytale.

The End!
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Basic Values
Iwona Kciuk  

Subject: English language Type:  Lesson plan 

For the 3rd  year secondary students... 

Summary: The lesson is based on the video “57 Years Apart- A Boy And a Man Talk About Life”. Students like watching 
videos . It creates friendly atmosphere and lets them feel relaxed. Learning with  videos is not only enjoyable but also 
very effective. The aims of the lesson are varied. Students can practice integrated skills, learn new vocabulary, practice 
pronunciation. Students have to do different tasks. They  mainly practice listening and speaking. The learners have the 
possibility to practice speaking while discussing advantages and disadvantages of being young and old. 

Overview & Purpose: This important and motivating lesson is about some basic values. The starting point is  a 
conversation between 7- year old boy and 64 year-old man. One person has lived a life, the other has a life to live. 
The film shows that we can learn many things from one another - age is not important [https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=BqSxjmvXzzY].“You don’t have to be rich to be happy. Do the things that you like doing that makes you feel 
good. Because when you are happy yourself, everybody else is happy”.

Objectives/targets: Improve  integration skills: listening for  general meaning, listening  for detailed information, allow 
students to become aware of the basic values in life, help students develop arguments about their purpose in life, 
improve speaking - expressing opinion.

Materials & Resources: A recording material [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BqSxjmvXzzY], a computer with ac-
cess to the internet and audio capabilities, a projector attached to the computer, with a screen for the students to see, 
photocopies of the handouts with some tasks to do.

Activity and Method Description 
Teaching Method: Cooperative learning, student centered, inquiry-based learning.  

•The students are asked to watch the video entitled “57 Years Apart- A Boy And a Man Talk About Life” [https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=BqSxjmvXzzY] on the projection screen and  write down the  questions  a boy and  a man were 
asked.  
•The students’  answers are checked in plenary session. The teacher writes all the questions mentioned by the students 
on the white-board. 
•The students are asked to form pairs and watch the video again . This time they need to write down the young boy’s  
and old man’s answers of  the questions below: 
-What is the worst thing about being young? 
-What is the worst thing about being old? 
-Do you wish you were old? 
-Do you wish you were Young ? Why? 
-Will you fall in love and what it will be like? 
-Did you fall in love and what  was it  like? 
•The students are asked to watch the video for the third time and write down the advice the boy and the man give each 
other.  
•The students’  answers are checked in plenary session. 
Discuss in groups what would they advise  each other in their life?

Assessment

Learning success will be achieved when each student is involved in the lesson doing the tasks. Learning goals will be 
assessed through, observations, independently performed worksheets, oral discussion, question-and-answer sessions.  

Teacher Guide

The lesson plan is for two combined 45 minute lessons.  
The teacher should support the students with their learning endeavor at all times and offer technical support when 
needed.
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“Bank Loans”
Renata Graska  

Subject: Mathematics Type:  Lesson plan 

For the 2rd  year secondary students... 

Summary: The main objective of this lesson was to show the practical side of math. The students were familiar with 
the way of accounting for interest on bank loans. Moreover, the aim was also to make students aware of the difference 
between the interest rates offered by banks, and the total cost of the loan. Important is also engagement of all students 
in work on lesson with solving exercises, calculations, analysis, and inference, because those skills are need in everyday 
life. This knowledge will help students in adult life. Exercises proposed for the calculation should be directly related 
to the actual bank offers. This is to visualization of real height of loan installments and the actual amount of money 
the bank repaid by the borrower. Course of the lesson was planned to first familiarize students with the model for the 
calculation of loan installment because the most of Polish have no idea how these installments are accounting. Then 
students can use this model together with the teacher to solve an example. It is important here to draw their attention 
to the print data. Another important component is  to calculate how much the borrower will give the bank and how 
real is the amount of interest. Generally it is leading to hotly debated because the amount refunded to the banks seems 
too high. The next stage of lesson is work in groups. Here every group receives tasks, whose main purpose is calculated, 
as the length of the loan affects the total cost of credit. If students will interested in the subject and realize the impor-
tance of mathematics, it will be a success.

Overview & Purpose: Students will learn how to calculate the amount of the mortgage loan installments, amount of 
interest on the loan amount and total cost of credit.

Objectives/targets: Students will learn a formula to calculate the amount of the loan installments depending on the 
amount of interest ,the amount of the loan and the credit period, how to calculate the amount of the mortgage loan 
installments and also analyze what is the actual amount of interest on the loan amount and the total cost of the credit. 
They will gain and develop  their calculation skills.

Materials & Resources: A recording material [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BqSxjmvXzzY], a computer with ac-
cess to the internet and audio capabilities, a projector attached to the computer, with a screen for the students to see, 
photocopies of the handouts with some tasks to do.

Activity and Method Description 
Teaching Method: Heuristics, cooperative learning, pair work.  

The subject of this lesson is closely associated with everyday life. Students are interested in whether the interest on 
loans are high, why do you have to pay them for so long, and why it always seems that we pay too much. During the 
lesson, students will solve a few tasks. They will calculate the amount of payments actually adopted by the required 
amount of the credit for the purchase of housing and interest rates offered by selected banks for the same period of 
the loan. Next they will  compare the installments depending on the conditions offered by various banks, deduct the 
amount of interest and the total cost of credit. Method of  heuristics and discussion is intended to provoke discussion 
on the most favorable conditions to choose a mortgage.

Assessment

The objective of our lesson will be complete if students get involved in calculation exercises, and notice a problem of 
difference in the amount of interest in the bank offers real cost of credit..  

Teacher Guide

Provide lesson topic. 
Discussion about loans, what is a credit, why we pulling credits, how to calculate amount of interest, how to choose the 
best offer from those offered by banks. 
Familiarize students with the model, according to which banks calculate the amount of the loan installments. 
Students have to find a solution of the first task: calculate the amount of quarterly installments. You borrowed 200 000 
zlotys  at an interest rate of 6%, and assuming that the loan will be paid  off for over 20 years. Then the students are 
supposed to calculate the amount that they’ll give to the bank, taking into account the amount calculated in install-
ments and the difference between the amount received and the amount of the loan. 
Explain the  students the concept of “total cost of credit”. Then the students have to examine the entire loan cost, iden-
tify the causes of such high costs and attempt to reach conclusions that needs to be done to make this cost was lower.. 
Each pair is given the task to calculate the amount of quarterly installments and the interest rate for the loan amount 
300 000 zł for the conditions offered by the three largest banks in Poland and the assumption that the loan will be 
being  paid  off for a)10 years, b)20 years. 
Present the results.
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Colegiul Tehnic “Mihai Bravu” 
[ROMANIA]
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Dropout Situation in Romania
Gabriela Bojanopol 

Subject: ESL information/statistics Grade level: Presentation
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Our School & ESL Status
Gabriela Bojanopol 

Subject: ESL information Grade level: Presentation
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School Dropout 
Mădălina Cojocaru  

Subject: Counseling Type:  A form of student rebellion 

For the 9th grade secondary students... 

Overview & Purpose: Bucharest – there are students coming from all types of social environments. We always strug-
gle with school dropout especially concerning the children who come from disorganized families. The phenomenon, 
which is present in almost every school, has both short-term and (especially) long-term effects. The discussions keep 
getting more and more frequent on topics such as the decline of the students’ motivation for studying, the lack of a 
purpose in learning, the indifference of the family regarding their child’s status as a student, the excessive absenteeism 
which gathers like snowball gaps of information, the feeling of failure and the marginalization of the student by his 
peers and by some of his teachers. Which are the causes? What can be done? How can we intervene as mediators of the 
instructive process? We will try to find answers to these questions in the present project.

Objectives/targets: General - involving the students in their own educational process and involving the parents along 
with the students in the school’s efforts to fight against dropout. Specific: - At the end of the activity, the students will 
be able:  to identify the causes of school dropout and its consequences upon  teenager’s lives, to develop the ability to 
socialize in the context of the school group, to increase their self-esteem, to gain confidence and to ask for help from 
and concerning the school in situations which make them uncomfortable or which exceed their abilities, to establish 
motivating personal projects.

Materials & Resources: Activity sheets (Addenda 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), media source.

Activity and Method Description 
Teaching Method: Heuristics, Heuristic conversation, debate, problem-solving, individual and class projects, case 
studies, surveys.  

The activity will take place: individually, in groups and with the full class.

-Introductory discussion referring to the fact that some human actions cause other people’s suffering. 

-Presenting the objectives of the following school activity.

-The students fill in activity sheets with the reasons for which a teenager decides to drop out of school.

-Presenting some theoretical aspects regarding school dropout, the situations which led to it, and its consequences in 
society, in school, in the family and in building a career.

-Case study with the aim of identifying misrepresentations related to school dropout among teenagers    (you can pres-
ent, in groups, a media case study: newspapers, magazines, TV shows, films, etc.).

Assessment

The complex evaluation of the projects made by  the students and the analysis  of the way in which the auto evaluation 
of their own behavior leads to reducing the absenteeism in class, following the observation of student’s behavior and  
the discussions with the students and with their teachers.    
Evaluating the activity sheets and drawing conclusions related to the necessity of a better understanding of the as-
pects concerning school dropout, the situations which lead to this phenomenon, the effects created by missing classes, 
and identifying some possibilities to diminish it.

Teacher Guide

Tip for an extra activity: Initiate a project in order to reduce the absenteeism in your own class. 



I.E.S. Luis de Góngora
[SPAIN]
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Our School: A Quick Overview
César Morales Pérez  & Juan Manuel Barroso Fernández 

Subject: General information Grade level: Presentation
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Hüseyin Okan Merzeci Anadolu  
Lisesi

[TURKEY]
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Education in Turkey 
Hatice Utaş  

Subject: ESL information and educational strategies’ overview Type:  Presentation
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Good Practices Against ESL 
Hatice Utaş   

Subject: ESL information Type: Text report 

HAYDİ KIZLAR OKULA (Hey Girls, Let’s Go to School)

Roughly one million girls of primary school age are not going to school in Turkey. The gender gap in primary education 
enrollment is 7% -- about 600,000 more girls than boys. More than 50% of girls between 6 and 14 are out-of-school in 
some provinces. 

Haydi Kızlar Okula! (Hey Girls, Let’s Go to School )-- the girls’ education campaign in Turkey -- addresses the complex 
range of economic and social factors that contribute to the non-attendance of girls at school. The campaign was 
launched by Carol Bellamy and Dr. Hüseyin Çelik, the Minister of National Education, in the eastern province of Van in 
June 2003. 

The goal of Haydi Kızlar Okula! (Hey Girls, Let’s Go to School )is to close the gender-gap in primary school enrollment by 
the end of 2005 through the provision of a quality basic education for all girls in 53 provinces with the lowest enroll-
ment rates. 

The campaign, dubbed “Hey Girls, Let’s Go to School,” depends on a vast network of volunteers who go door-to-door to 
lobby parents on the value of education. Volunteers from a wide variety of professions are signing up and the program 
has received support from prominent politicians, including the Prime Minister and First Lady of Turkey,

In Van, poverty and cultural traditions have historically kept girls at home. Up to half of all girls in this eastern province 
are estimated to be out of school. Through the efforts of the campaign, 20,000 girls have enrolled for the first time. 

TIED CASH TRANSFER

Tied cash transfer (TCT) is the assistance to needy families provided for they meet the necessary requirements in 
accordance with related law by the Social Assistance and Solidarity Foundation which is a tangible social welfare. The 
contract of TCT is always signed by mother. It is known as ‘child fund or student fund’ among people.  Three types of 
funds are available in this project:   

1. Tied Pregnancy Help

2. Tied Health Help : (0-6 years old children) if the family can not take their children to regular health checks,  regular 
cash assistance is provided on condition that they take their children regular health checks.

3. Tied Finance Help:  Type of fund given to mothers of children between 7 - 18 years old on condition to that they 
continue going to school. 

BABA BENİ OKULA GÖNDER (Dad, Send Me to School)

The Milliyet Newspaper launched the social responsibility campaign titled “Dad, Send Me to School” in 2005 which is 
set to play an important role in the upbringing of future generations. The project endeavors to transform girls, half of 
the population, into productive individuals through education. Launched on April 23, 2005, “Dad, Send Me to School” 
campaign promotes the extension of education mobilization throughout Turkey and to make sure that all girls enroll 
in school. Within this framework, after the obstacles concerning girls enrolling in schools were identified, a series of 
activities were organized to raise awareness as well as to provide financial support.

KARDELENLER (Snowdrops)

The projects  ‘Kardelenler” (Snowdrops) has been conducted with the cooperation of ÇYDD, Turkcell and The Ministry of 
Women’s and Family Affairs since August 2000. ÇYDD (The Association in Support of Contemporary Living) is an NGO 
that provides scholarships to poor students, builds schools and dorms in poor regions, organize cultural and social 
projects. Turkcell is a leading GSM operator. The objective of the project is providing scholarships to poor girl students 
who do not have enough money to continue their education. This project has been turned out to be a country-wide 
project. It includes a donation campaign for the public. A book that compiled the success stories of these students was 
published and sold. Turkcell also worked with a popular singer, Sezen Aksu, to make a song and a CD and organize a 
series of concerts. Turkcell have financed major part of the project, 10.000 girl students have been awarded with schol-
arships, 4.400 girl students have been graduated from high school and 550 girl students have passed the university 
entrance exam. 

147

The phone number 147 is the Minister of National Education’s call center for Demands, Complaints, Opinion-Proposal 
& Information. When a school demands a school-leaver to be followed or found, they can call 147 to reach Ministry of 
Education directly. 
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Examples of ESL from Our School  
Hatice Utaş   

Subject: ESL information Type: Text report 

1. AHMET

He is a son of a family which migrated to Mersin from Eastern Anatolia. He is originally a Kurdish boy. His father died a 
few years ago. He has two brothers. His mother Works as a cleaner, so their financial condition is not good enough to 
live a standard life.

He came to our school a few months ago from another high school. He changed his school because he had attendance 
problem in the previous school. After, he started in our school, he continued not attending the classes. Then, he left the 
school 3 weeks ago. Everyday, our counselor talked to his mother about this case. But nothing changed because he left 
the house, too.

A week ago, two police officers came to school to inform the school management about this student. As they learn, he 
joined he a terrorist group. Now both school management and police are looking for him and as soon as he is found, he 
will be made to come back to school. 

2. Diyarbakır (Experience in the City)

While I was working in Diyarbakır, the school was full of students who both were poor and had negative vieuos of 
education. In most families, girls were not allowed to go to school. Instead, they stayed at home org ot married at early 
ages.

Besides, there is a term as “seasonal workers” which means “people who work in different parts of the country in differ-
ent seasons.” For example some people g oto work in Çukurova –south part of Turkey- in spring and in autumn. They g 
o to another part of the country in summer. They have no homes, they live in tents. They do not have regular lives. So, 
their children don’t go to school regularly. Sometimes children go working, instead of going to school.

Another case is “child workers”. In some families, children leave school at an early age and start working because of fi-
nancial problems. Their fathers may be dead or too old to work and they may have a lot of brothers and sisters. So they 
have to work to go on living. 

3. ÖZLEM 

While I was working in İskenderun a coastal city of Turkey. I had a student named Özlem. She was at 8th grade. She was 
%40 blind because of an illness. She had got after birth. Her grades were good for almost all but her family had finan-
cial problems because her father had left the house. She entered national high school exams and she won the right of 
going to one of the greatest high schools of the city.

By means of the campaign “Snowdrops” supported by Association for Support of Contemporary Living ÇYDD, she was 
given scholarship and a computer available for the use of the blind.

Now, she is an officer in Director0ate of Education in İskenderun. And she is married.

4. SEBİLE

Sebile lives with her family in Mersin. Her family immigrated to Mersin from Mardin, a city on the south east of Turkey. 
The common case of ‘not sending the girls to school’ is experienced in this family, too.  

A student of our school, who is to be at 10th grade, started school last year but left in the end of the year. Her friends 
and teachers told the situation to the school counselor. Both counselor and her teacher talked to him on the phone 
many times. As they learned, she was taken from the school by her brother because of a footballers photo recorded in 
her tablet PC. Her brother hit her because he thought the photo belonged to her ‘boyfriend’, not a footballer. Then he 
forced her not to go to school. So she couldn’t come to school any more.

As her absence started, class teacher continually talked to her family and visited them.  Almost nothing changed. 

This year she is to be on 10th grade but she still doesn’t come to school. As it is learned, she works at a citrus factory. 

The school management made a phone call to 147, which deals with school-leavers, and we are  waiting for a reply 
from the authorities. 
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Help, but from Whom? 
Secil Duman Bezirgan  

Subject: Counseling Type: Lesson plan

For the 10th grade secondary students... 

Summary: Students are told to search for the offices and people to be consulted in any case of personal/ social and 
educational problems. The research results are listed and written on a A3 paper and hanged on the wall. All results are 
reviewed by all students and the teacher. Two questions are asked to students: 1) Where do you consult when you have a 
personal / social problem? 2) Where do you consult when you have an educational problem? The students are required to 
answer the questions by giving examples of the problems: e.g. social: family problems, financial problems etc. A special 
Form is given to students and reviewed by all students in guidance with the teacher. The Form is also hanged on the wall. 

Overview & Purpose: Students will be taught the people and the offices they can consult in any case of a social/ person-
al or educational problem.

Objectives/targets: To make students aware of the offices and people to consult in a problem case. 

Materials & Resources: Internet, books.

Activity and Method Description 
Teaching Method: Heuristics, Heuristic conversation, debate, problem-solving, individual and class projects, case studies, 
surveys.  

•Students are made to get ready for the activity one week before.

•The research results prepared by students are used.

•Questions are asked about the topic and the answers are noted down.

•Discussion is organized about the topic.

• A special Form is given to students.

Teacher Guide

Teacher is the guide and mentor during the activity. He/She asks questions about the topic and writes the answers on the 
board.  



Great discoveries and improvements...

     invariably involve the cooperation 

                                      ...of many minds

Alexander Graham Bell 
(1847-1922)
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Resources
Statistics ‘source about Romania: 

ProTV; Day Event; Realities from Hunedoara. 

Statistics and information about school bullying:

TRU Insights & McAfee (2012). http://thecountypress.mihomepaper.com/news/2015-03-08/News/Facts_Statistics.html

http://www.stopbullying.gov
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http:// www.henry4school.fr

http://www.data.unicef.org

https://youthrelationships.org/fourth-r-programs

http://www.childtrends.org/?programs=success-in-stages-build-respect-stop-bullying

http://friendlyschools.com.au/fsp/

Information about e-Twinning:

http://www.etwinning.net/el/pub/news/news/etwinning_welcomes_projects_co.htm#

https://www.facebook.com/HelleniceTwinning

http://prezi.com/h2zwqtpjczlj/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy&rc=ex0share

http://www.etwinning.net/

https://www.etwinning.net/en/pub/connect/etwinning_plus.htm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O9KtT0MSceo

Information about Moodle:

Moodel: https://moodle.org/

Moodledocs: Moodle Documentation https://docs.moodle.org/

Moodle.net: Courses & Content: https://moodle.net/

105 Free Moodle Video Tutorials: http://elearningindustry.com/105-free-moodle-video-tutorials

Wide Minds: The Human Face of Digital Learning: http://www.wideminds.eu/moodle/

O’Reilly Media: Moodle Books & Videos: http://search.oreilly.com/?q=moodle&x=0&y=0

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_eJsmK-DMqA9Dy7bLKKL-g

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCeScp4XIxqo02Y6VcCpeFAA

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChaXTlKKg0IqFYC3H32W59A

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCRg_EbhU9tdpLdiGGN1Mgg

https://www.packtpub.com/all/?search=moodle
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